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Life in the Spirit means...we use our gifts 

If you want to listen to the talk it should be up on ChadTalks.org if you missed it.


I mentioned three passages. Our main reading was Romans 12:3-8. I also referenced 1 
Corinthians 12:8-11 and Ephesians 4:1-13. The three Churches Paul was writing to were quite 
different, but his intention is to teach them all about the reality of spiritual gifts, and also the need 
for them to be used - but used responsibly and with love.


All three passages tell us something about unity in the Body, about the character of the individual 
exercising the gift and about God’s purposes, as well as about the gifts themselves.


Perhaps a good place to start would be to split into three groups and each take on one of the 
passages. From each passage what do we learn about…


God’s intentions?


The purpose of the giving of the gifts?


The anticipated characteristics of the recipient of the gifts?


What benefits do the gifts bring?


Then, once each passage has been looked at the three groups could compare notes. Are most 
things similar, or are there any significant differences?


It is important we don’t get hung up on the idea that some gifts are “spiritual” and others are not - 
that separation of creation into compartments would have made no sense whatsoever to Jesus or 
Paul because everything has been made by God. 


What gifts does our Church need at the moment? Are they in one or more of the lists in the 
passages, or not? How can we make an environment in which people might feel confident in 
taking a risk to try to use them?


http://ChadTalks.org


And finally, where do you fit in with all this? Pause for a moment and consider whether you are 
exercising a gift at present or are you feeling uncertain what your gift might be? What are we 
afraid of


Small groups are the perfect place to encourage and nurture each other.  Pray for each other, but 
also invite the Holy Spirit to speak and spend some time consciously listening. Does the Holy 
Spirit have something for you to say for someone else - an encouragement or affirmation?



